
The Era Of Informed Consent Is Over

BY TYLER DURDEN SATURDAY, MAR 30, 2024 - 05:20 PM

Authored by Victor Dalziel via The Epoch Times (emphasis ours),

In a significant blow to patient autonomy, informed consent has been quietly revoked just 77 years after it was codified in the Nuremberg
Code.

(Jan H Andersen/Shutterstock)

On the 21st of December 2023, as we were frantically preparing for the festive season, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a final ruling to amend a provision of the 21st Century Cures Act. This allowed

“... an exception from the requirement to obtain informed consent when a clinical investigation poses no more than a minimal risk to the human
subject ...” [emphasis added]

This ruling went into effect on January 22nd, 2024, which means it’s already standard practice across America.

So, what is the 21st Century Cures Act? It is a controversial Law enacted by the 114th United States Congress in January 2016 with strong
support from the pharmaceutical industry. The Act was designed to

“... accelerate the discovery, development, and delivery of 21st-century cures, and for other purposes [?] ...”

Some of the provisions within this Act make for uncomfortable reading. For example, the Act supported:

• High-risk, high-reward research [Sec. 2036].

• Novel clinical trial designs [Sec. 3021]

• Encouraging vaccine innovation [Sec. 3093].

This Act granted the National Institutes of Health (NIH) legal protection to pursue high-risk, novel vaccine research. A strong case could be made
that these provisions capture all the necessary architecture required for much of the evil that transpired over the past four years.

Overturning patient-informed consent was another stated goal of the original Act. Buried under Section 3024 was the provision to develop an
“Informed consent waiver or alteration for clinical investigation.”

Scholars of medical history understand that the concept of informed consent, something we all take for granted today, is a relatively new
phenomenon codified in its modern understanding as one of the critical principles of the Nuremberg Code in 1947. It is inconceivable that just 77
years after Nuremberg, the door has once again opened for state-sanctioned medical experimentation on potentially uninformed and unwilling
citizens.

According to this amendment, the state alone, acting through the NIH, the FDA, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), will decide what is considered a “minimal risk” and, most concerning, will determine:

“... appropriate safeguards to protect the rights, safety, and welfare of human subjects.”

Notice the term subjects, not patients, persons, individuals, or citizens... but subjects. In asymmetrical power relationships such as
clinician/patient, it is understood that the passive subject will comply with the rulings and mandates of their medical masters. The use of the
term subjects also serves to dehumanise. The dehumanisation of populations was a critical component of Nazi human experimentation and,
as Hannah Arendt argued, is an essential step toward denying citizens “... the right to have rights.”

This ruling also allows researchers and their misguided evangelical billionaire backers to potentially pursue dangerous experimental programs such
as Bill Gates’ mosquito vaccines, mRNA vaccines in livestock, and vaccines in aerosols. This Act encourages these novel and high-risk
programs, with medical studies approved as “minimal risk” by the regulators no longer requiring researchers and pharmaceutical companies to
obtain patient consent. Yet, the histories of pharmacology and medicine are plagued with clinical investigations and interventions that were thought
to pose no more than minimal risk to humans but went on to cause immeasurable pain, suffering, and death.

This amendment represents merely a first tentative step as the U.S. government tests the waters to see what it can get away with. Given the lack of
attention this ruling received in both the corporate press and independent media, the government is likely to feel emboldened to widen its scope.
Thus, this decision represents the beginning of a chilling revisionism in Western medical history, as patient autonomy is again forsaken.

This ruling, to be actioned by potentially corrupt scientists, health bureaucrats, and captured health and drug regulators, is another step toward a
dystopian future unimaginable just five years ago. No doubt the infrastructure to implement this decree is already being constructed by the
same groupthink cultists responsible for the nightmarish pandemic lockdowns, continuing to place the pursuit of profit and the greater good above
individual choice, bodily autonomy, and informed consent.
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They're not even bothering to hide it any more.
Orly
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The serfs do not deserve any explanations or considerations...Just pay and bend over. 
jimcg
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100%

Most of the left and right support this shit in one form or another. 

Best bet is to live healthy and enrich yourself enough so you have the means to live independently and stay away.

psychopath
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This is scary $hit! 

BIG Pharma is out of control along with eugenics backers like Gates. And Congress is fully complicit. It's unreal. 

B Free
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They all need to be  illed. Anyone near the decision-making process. Of course, Print Cash and I say this from the
comfort of Latin America. Hmm... Too many "Americans" want to ban Free Speech. I don't know how you/we turn
this around with so many Benedict Arnold voters?

Jade_Dragon
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All the "paranoid conspiracy theories" the leftists mock seem to be gradually coming true.
Creative_Destruct
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6 days ago (Edited)

Please consider all the places in the book of Revelation where the Greek word "pharmakeia" is translated
"sorcery":

https://sumofthyword.com/2021/02/02/pure-from-the-blood-of-all-men/

We are already in the 3rd year of this timeline so please get spiritually ready for the "great tribulation":

https://sumofthyword.com/2016/10/04/the-rapture-of-the-church-is-after-the-tribulation/

mobius8curve
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“Benedict Arnold voters”?  You mean fictional voters that never existed.  Pretty hard to compete with a tax payer
funded ballot printer with unlimited ink & paper that votes 100% democrat. 

media_man
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PREMIUM 6 days ago

Exactly. I could take my job or leave itduringCOVID for this reason. Bought that 80,000 truck with $1500 monthly
payments? Better take the shot and keep your job and paycheck to pay it off.

HansSachs
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I told the HR teams to shove it up their a$$.

#pureblood

paid_attention
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Larger and larger government leads to tyranny. 
FUKK OFF
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Yes, it's like smartphone operating systems. Completely over-engineered to the point of extreme annoyance. I turn my
phone off and set it down. Well, because the horizontal plane exceeded 37.8 degrees, the phone comes on again.

I put the phone in my pocket and walk into the store. I am now on a video call with my daughter, who is standing right
next to me. Two shakes to the right and I am calling my mom. Two shakes left and I am calling Moscow.

All of these employees need something to do, so they find something to do to you. Same with .gov.

Orly
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Same with employer. Camdamera two feet from noggin. Is the solution moving to some disorganized sh thole country?!
We're legit letting less than 10k a holes control us.

Jade_Dragon
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No need to move, anarchy is coming, we will be that shit hole soon enough.

This law is meant to provide cover for what they are already doing.  They are retroactively legalizing the ruling
classes lawlessness,  "such as Bill Gates’ mosquito vaccines, mRNA vaccines in livestock, and vaccines
in aerosols."

How do you receive Informed Consent when using an aerosolized vaccine that would vaccinate everyone in the
area?  I know they are already experimenting on us, and they know this will leak out to the general public eventually,
so are just legalizing their unlawful actions.

The courts are politicized, now they've legalized harming us, ever so minimally, so if we want to do anything about it
forget suing them, pitch forks and axes at the door step of the ruling class would do a better job at this stage.

Tarzan
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If it makes you feel better, you can set your android phone on "super battery saver", and that will stop a lot of the
spyware coming from your phone service provider.

The shake thing is a setting.

Turn off "notification" for everything, because that's how applications launch themselves without your permission.

I customized my smartphone, and now it lasts 7 days between charges.  That's 7 days where no one is
recording conversations without your permission.  Here's a test:  put your TV on a channel with ads.  Start saying
random japanese phrases, then check the time to see how long before the commercials are japanese.

paid_attention
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Orgranisational Life Cycles L M Miller

THE LIFECYCLE OF BUREAUCRACY AND COMING IMPLOSION OF UC BERKELEY

Argon1
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The Federal government grew 40% since 2020.

 "I was just doing my job or I didn't know what I was doing" will be funny to hear over and over again.  Once you've
calmed yourself from laughter...

Please lower your masks.

Face the wall.

After all we are in this together.

Don't worry only two weeks to flatten the curve.  BANG!

Snippy22
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The Federal government spending is indeed up 40+ percent since the Plandemic began.  Still spending 6+T with 7+T in
the next budget.

Informed consent isn't possible.  Only collapse.

nostops4me
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And eventually a minimal government inevitably morphs into a big one, just like cancer (especially regarding the end
game).

SeuMadruga
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I already said that years ago.  On ZH.  With all of you as witnesses.

In more recent iterations, I have explained why.  

Because they WANT you to see them doing it.  They WANT you to know they can do it to you.  And they WANT you to
understand there's not a fucking thing you can do to stop them.

 

NoDebt
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Isn't it some Satanic Rule that they have to tell you what they're about to do, then do it anyway?
Orly
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Karmic retribution. They believe in it, so they also believe their evils need to be committed in the open. They have to tell
you they're doing it so they're not guilty of deception.
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IT'S CALLED GARSELIGHTING
Jade_Dragon
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PREMIUM 6 days ago

Yes.  They are commanded to do so - it's part of the metaphysical 'agreement' of free agency.  They can have their
evil, but if they want to force it upon you, they have to show their hand.  Makes sense too, because that is why
Beezlebub and his cohorts were tossed out to begin with - they didn't want God's creation to have Free Agency, rather,
they wanted to force the newly created beings to worship them - with no choice.

And here we are today, on earth, with the same Fucking Control Freaks down here too...

Reverend Lowe-brow
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This.  They have drugged, poisonned and indoctrinated the free agency out of too many people.  Which I guess was
their goal.  I am still in charge of my Self, but that takes pure food, bottled imported water, and hard work.  Which
makes it expensive.  I use western medicine only in acute situations (body breakage), and for the rest of it, I read
Ayurvedic medicine and apply organic, herbal therapies.  I work at happiness. My theory, based on reading things
similar to the things written above, they want US miserable.  they feed on our misery.  So I work very hard NOT TO
GIVE IT TO THEM.  It is the only way I have figured out to fight.  I count my blessings (my kids are healthy and love
me) every day.  And I seek out my favorite reasons to laugh.  I insist on five minutes (it can be anybody, Robin
Williams, Richard Pryor, George Carlin) utub has everybody. but sometimes I get into a comedy groove and it can go
for half an hour.  I LAUGH in their faces every day.

Cpriestess
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Informed consent is a reminder to the sheeple that they might want to actually think about what they're doing before
doing it.  Largely a waste of time anyway.

HalEPeno
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The most disturbing thing about all of this is it is being done to the American people unlawfully by a foreign corporation
operating out of Washington DC with no actual lawful delegated constitutional authority to do any of what they are doing
... people absolutely refuse to believe that statement because they do not understand the subject matter or the
magnitude of deception they have been subjected to over the last 150 years. The American people could lawfully put a
halt to all this nonsense in relatively short order but they don't seem to want to take the prospect of lawful self governing
serious ... we have all the documents and proof needed and as Americans you have the lawful authority to put the brakes
on the US corporation and turn this around ... you also have the lawful authority, in our American common law courts, to
hold  parties liable for criminal acts perpetrated on the American people, there is no immunity. Only the American people
when "lawfully assembled" can do this work and it needs to be done yesterday. The state assemblies along with the
federation have got the wheels turning, steady progress is being made but we need people in all states to step up ... it is
after all your actual lawful American government we're restoring here.

https://tasa.americanstatenationals.org/

jusstpassinthru
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Good luck with your fantasy there, bub.  Even if what you say is true, the police are captured, the courts are captured,
and the legislatures are captured.  I won't say you're not fighting the good fight--I think you are, but I'm not really a
'work within the system' type of fellow anymore.

merizobeach
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There is no American People, there is a blob of consciousness that is now in the early stages of being controlled
electronically, and the results are encouraging for the 'Controllers', before they had the possibilities electronic control
seems to offer, it was necessary to create a consensus in the blob, the blob has intelligence so if it was in agreement
with the Controller's ideas the ideas were probably good ideas, good ideas are good for the blob and also good for the
controllers who are also part of the blob but like to imagine that they aren't, they think they should be Superior people
who are above those they rule.

Ruling by consensus allows the intelligence of the People to guide decisions, the new 'Electronic' system holds the
possibility for direct rule by the Controller Class  who (Theoretically) should be able to make the Blob do anything they
want it to do? How long will that last?

yekraps
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Shhhh, rest your sleeping mind.

The mice now realise they are trapped in an incomprehensible maze.

Maze builders laugh maniacally, gleeful, triumphant.

RobbersDog
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That is how they condition you to be helpless, because now you know that you 'Are' helpless!
yekraps
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I personally do not understand-stand under,

I comprehend very well the way thing are going, but I will never understand.

gearboxmichael
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That's because we did not fight back.
The Mason
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Exactly. The peeps slept through 1913, 1947, 1963, 2001...the cumulative effects made possible by mass moral lassitude
are now crashing down on our heads.

Full Spectrum Domino
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Hey, April 15th is coming up.  Isn't that holiday when Americans celebrate their government by ensuring it stays funded
with their annual contributions?  Nothing says national pride quite like giving money to the government.  What will they
do the* money?  [* your]  Oh, wait, we already know: war, corruption, and oppression.  Celebrate (and pay up)! 

merizobeach
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I'm surprised the Government didn't chose April 1st.

 

Crock
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The government already has your money.  April 15 is the day you plead with the government to get a little bit back.

If the government doesn't already have your money, April 15 is the day government sets out to take even more of
your money as penalties.

Ex-Ex-Oligarch
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I hear you, but you should change 'your' to 'my' and 'you' to 'I'.

That is to say, the U.S. gov has zero dollars of merizobeach's money, the same they've gotten every year for the
past two and a half decades and the same they will get every year hence.

merizobeach
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Domino - It was easy for the masses to sleep through each crisis, because of the scum that controlled the news then,
and now.  Most people only react to what they hear about from their trusted journalists (who worship Baal).

Geddaklew
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Good morning @Orly ,just waiting for the son to rise here in Ardmore. Always remember that no man’s words have sway over
you. 

ncnomore
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Just like the election fraud.
Pro_sanity
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The people who are in charge of deciding if something has "minimal risk" ordered the beaches closed in 2020 because COVID
attached itself to sand.

SafeAndEffective
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And Rino Mayors went right along with it.

 

WARNING!!!!

SANCTUARY CITIES RENAMED

WELCOMING CITIES.

 

Certified Welcoming City

Certified Welcoming is a formal designation for cities and counties that have created policies and programs reflecting their
values and commitment to immigrant inclusion...

https://welcomingamerica.org/initiatives/certified-welcoming/

Yikes Stripes
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They can name them Bob Cities if they want. They're doing everything they want to do because they can.

They're just corporations, but for mankind there are always common law remedies to commerce/admiralty/corporate
fraud.

They still have no jurisdiction or authority or control over mankind without a contract. So the time to act is now and
getting shorter.

Stop contracting with them. Stop believing you must ask them for permission to do things that are legal and lawful (like
licenses, registration, permit) because you don't - nearly everything now is a contract.

Even healthcare. Learn natural ones and learn how not to sign your rights away if it's unavoidable.

They'll soon add they don't need our consent with full disclosure of all terms, conditions and clauses to contract with us
which contradicts every single contract legal maxim making all of it void.

Call them out, they require your signature/autograph. Everything you sign including admition/treatment forms is a
contract. Stop it! And make them show you the contract.

Anyone who laughs at this/these remedies is complicit, or maybe they're just lazy or ignorant (lacking knowledge) and
have given up. Who cares?

Do the right thing at the right time, and yes, it may kill you, but at least you won't die like a sniveling coward who did
nothing. You know the truth now - either adapt or fight, it's your choice.

When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men in a society, over the course of time they create for themselves a
legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that glorifies it. C F Bastiat

Squid Pro Quo
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Unleashing the Bubonic Plague could be considered "minimal risk" because it only killed 1/3 of Europe's population.  

 

NoDebt
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If you ask any questions about what they demand you get injected with, you’re selfish, a conspiramacy theorist, want to kill
grandma, and probably a transphobic white supremacist.

EmperorPrettyBoy
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^this.
richasis
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And it’s hilarious when they accuse you of wanting to kill granny given that they’re the death panelists.
EmperorPrettyBoy
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Well, pretty close but two points to correct about me: 

1) Can't kill my grandmother because she's already gone

2) Not a transphobe per se because I'm not "scared" of tranzees, just kind of sick of the political antics and trendy pushy
behavior  sh1t. 

Joe Bumbles
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Sign me up.  Better that than dead or cancerous or heart injured.

Investment Grade
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One of my all-time favorite ZH comments:

"The best part about being a conspiracy theorist is not having myocarditis."

Of course, they were coming thick and fast that day (when the pilot passed out):

"Hope you enjoyed your Pflight!"

"Did he order the fish or take the jab?"

merizobeach
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Stipulated!
Hurfenurbler
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So basically they're going to crop dust us like weeds and weevils. 
Roaming potato
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Kinda let's you know what they think about us.
Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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https://rumble.com/v4c3j9r-what-in-the-world-are-they-spraying-geoengineering-chemtrails-documentary.html
TR3Bpilot19
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The Zyklon-B cans are hitting the shower floor

 

Joe Bumbles
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and this time it's not pure fiction
Ratfish
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They have been crop dusting us for years.

Destructive “Chemtrails” Finally Coming to Light – Dane Wigington | Greg Hunter’s USAWatchdog

 

The Mason
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They have been painting the skies white for decades.  Point this out to the NPC's you get the same response as you did
trying to inform them about the covaxx19 scam.

In the Land of Nod the ignorant repose in bliss.

 

RobbersDog
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They've been doing that too the best part of thirty years if not more.
Fornicateu2
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Patriot Act. Cares Act.

These were simple conspiracy theories 25 years ago.

Dog E. Styles
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Why do they always have to do the "name them the opposite" thing?

The patriot act is unpatriotic.

The cares act is uncaring.

It's almost like they're taunting us.

toady
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It's a satanic thing.
Dog E. Styles
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It's called, 'Inversion'.
Psmith1463
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Michael Moore was right. Damn that pisses me off!
rockstone
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Your father did not survive the surgery so we sold the heart, lungs kidneys.

'' But he was just here for a hair transplant. Sir! ''

Sorry but the documents and law says different.

Accorh
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That's exactly where we are
glenlloyd
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These are the thintelligent people Michael Crichton warned us about. They are people who have no ethics and have no concerns
as to what the long-term ramifications of their actions and policies are...and I think some of them are more than just thintelligent;
some of them are evil.

Jurassic Park wasn't really about dinosaurs or cloning extinct animals on a thematic level. It was about the fictional equivalents of
these sick, unscientific, unethical, anti-human, and anti-nature maniacs.

Desert Rat
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Prey, about scientists who develop AI autonomous nanobots that develop their own language and communication and roam
around New Mexico destroying stuff.

Orly
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Didn't we have some sort of trials that came up with protections against these monsters back in the 40s?
pavman
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There's the 2A if that helps.....

just sayin.

glenlloyd
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It might help, but even if it gets taken away, you're still a born-free, self-sovereign individual who doesn't need a
government to grant privileges enshrined in law for you to go about your life as you determine to do so.

merizobeach
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Another show trial.  They brought all the monsters here and started funding them.
SassyPants
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Manufactured. Not informed.
uhhhhhwot
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Manufactured, yes.  But by now, you are informed, are you not, as to what your government will do with the money they
demand and you acquiesce to pay?  What sort of consent is that?  Duress and coercion, I hear people say.  Ok.  So those
are the forms of consent that you give.  You give consent to your governors by paying them.

I say 'you' because I don't consent, and I don't pay.  (Well, not since the previous millennium, anyway, when I was a kid.)

merizobeach
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When medical record went electronic 15-20 years ago to make things "easier" I became very skeptical about the entire racket.

Pretty terrifying when you see the new crop of nurses and doctors over the past 10 years. Definitely better to stay away from
health care and hospitals unless absolutely nessessary.

Snippy22
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“... appropriate safeguards to protect the rights, safety, and welfare of human subjects.”

'Notice the term subjects, not patients, persons, individuals, or citizens... but subjects.'

And not by accident.  

Reverend Lowe-brow
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at this point we have to assume that whatever they are trying to push is bad for us.
buzzsaw99
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Believe none of what you hear and only half of what you see.
Betty Swallsack
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Nope.

Agencies cannot Legislate nor override existing codified law conventions or treaties.

If the SCOTUS doesn't just absolutely smash this nonsense out of existence (with their pending Case), then demand that
Congress do so.

Loper Bright Enterprises v. Raimondo

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/cert/22-451

edit: here's a previous ZeroHedge article on the Agency topic (specifically the ATF)

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/could-supreme-court-case-end-government-overreach-three-letter-agencies

Bolshevik Dagger to the Throat of Democracy

Human Services (HHS) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a final ruling

Goldwater Institute, in support of Loper, argues that the government must be answerable to the people.
Goldwater Institute argues that agencies are anti-democratic because they are staffed by hired employees
rather than elected officials. Specifically, the Goldwater Institute asserts that unelected bureaucrats are
prone to corporate capture, in which the agencies primarily benefit corporate interests over those of the
people.
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Essentially the backstory of "V for Vendetta" is now nonfiction.
gcjohns1971
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Now let's make the rest of that film nonfiction.
drutter
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Even if I were a vax-tard, I'd be concerned about lacing the food with mRNA.

There is such a thing as "too much" of anything.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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Vaxtards are too dumbed down to understand mrna

LineShaman
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I'm a vax tard and proud of it.  Pfizer is evil and disgusting.  Millions are dead that could still be alive but for them.
hudiburgh





Reply

6 days ago

What about Moderna, AstraZeneca, J&J, et al?  Are you giving them a pass.  That would be truly vaxx-tarded.
merizobeach





4 Reply

6 days ago

I'm a former seaman and have had vaccines throughout my career against tropical diseases, I turn this experimental,
untested sufficiently one down because of the way they were trying to ram it down our throats each day for months yet
you took it, that was your choice, you condoned Pfizer and every other maker of this trash.

Fornicateu2





11 Reply

6 days ago

It's not National Socialism...

When we do it.

2banana





11 Reply

6 days ago

by now surely most people understand that anything big pharma and the medical profession proposes needs to by thorougly
investigated by oneself before considering submitting one's body to these $$$professionals!

the French bitch





11 5 Reply

6 days ago

Voat harder.
Onomatopalmetto





4 2 Reply

6 days ago

And faster.

That's what she said.

Captain Nemo de Erehwon





5 Reply

6 days ago

Voat was one of the best alt social media platforms.
uhhhhhwot





5 Reply

6 days ago

Your voat is no match for my moat.
nerf_crotchbat





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

Well, I have a fur coat. So...
Orly





2 Reply

6 days ago

Will it float?
nerf_crotchbat





2 Reply

6 days ago

Not in a moat. 
Orly





5

PREMIUM 6 days ago

I need some Dr. Seuss help here...

Reverend Lowe-brow





1

6 days ago

From, sees I, a boat!
merizobeach





6 days ago

shipping totes from the remotes
fbazzrea





11 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

As infuriating as it is, they cannot negate, with "code or policy" their Crimes Against Humanity NOR save themselves from the
Nuremberg 2.0 trials. This includes every doctor, pharmacist, nurse and all healthcare professionals that participated.

KEEP in mind, everything the Nazi's did was "legal" under German law.

And I seriously keep wondering who actually won World War II.

Gerrilea





5 Reply

6 days ago

All their "talent" was exported- mostly to USA.
quid pro quo world





10 1 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

In Australia they have now introduced the concept of opportunistic vaccination. So you go in for a colonoscopy and they give you
the jab without you knowing while your under.

I told my gastroenterologist that if he allowed such a stunt on me I would kill him at some time in the future. The poor man froze
and let out a really nervous laugh.

Peter Pan





5 Reply

6 days ago

Years before the covid op the VA did that to me.  I even made them write on my chart, NO SHOTS.

To no avail.  Talk about pissed. I went off on them and a nurse fled the room.

_Conax_





Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

This will make any trust left in the medical industry after CoVid vanish completely. And once again, TPTB win as life spans
will be shortened as everyone shuns doctors.

Market Pulse





10 Reply

6 days ago

There was never informed consent. It's not even possible with any of our systems. Everyone lies and no one is accountable so
there is no way to be informed which means there is no way to consent since one can't know what they're consenting to. 

dustnwind





9 Reply

6 days ago

If lies are the order of the day then America is winning.

There is no honor or character anymore, it's all about the lies.

glenlloyd





5 Reply

6 days ago

You get more of what you reward and America doesn't reward decent people. 
dustnwind





5 Reply

6 days ago

America prosecutes decent people. 
Putin bot





10 Reply

6 days ago

Off Topic: Another bridge has been struck in Oklahoma by a barge. The bridge seems to have minimal damage.
Orly





11 1 Reply

6 days ago

https://www.rt.com/news/595176-ship-hits-arkansas-river-bridge/
Roaming potato





11 Reply

6 days ago

Curiouser and curiouser...
Orly





8 Reply

6 days ago

Expect more of this. DEI and retiring boomers has consequences.
BGen. Jack Ripper





4 Reply

6 days ago

So do Russian hackers playing with big toys.
Orly





7 2 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

.
End The Fed





12 Reply

6 days agonerf_crotchbat

Sorry for barging in.





2 Reply

6 days ago

Look none of this is new, I've been a seaman for years and the amount of minor collisions I've had on ships I can't count, it
happens, and barges aren't renowned for their steering either much like container ships, tankers and other large floating
objects especially at slow speeds.

Fornicateu2





Reply

6 days ago

Thank you, good perspective. All the more reason to assume it will happen and protect sensitive infrastructure
accordingly.

StolenFuture





9 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Found out my friend now has hyper-metabolic cancer. She’s kinda lefty and took two clot shots. Perfectly healthy until about a
year ago. Uterine polyps /cancer removed. Then hysterectomy. Then, they found something else. Then decided maybe we should
do a PET scan. Now she is fffucked.

No informed consent on those clot shots. In fact, just the opposite. How is the information in this story so surprising?

Pigeon





2 Reply

PREMIUM 6 days ago

unfortunately the ones who took the jabs thought they were fully informed because the fvcknozzles in the media spewed
that "safe and effective" narrative fertlizer

DontFollowMyAdviceImaDummy





8 1 Reply

6 days ago

Do you think that they realize that IRL, the flip side of this "contract" is that they have de facto agreed that firing squads, gallows
or maybe even being beaten to death by a mob as they watch their family violated are "minimal risk" responses to "the state" if
this goes sideways?

strych10





8 1 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

The day is coming, mark my words, when you're going to have to do what once was thought impossible in order to protect
yourself.  They're never going to stop until they acquire room temperature. 

InnerCynic





7 Reply

6 days ago

OK, Spartacus.
DogFleas





7 Reply

6 days ago

FDA rewriting the Nuremberg Code. Tell me we're their cattle without saying we're their cattle.
IRC162





7 2 Reply

6 days ago

We know they want us dead, the question being whether we will go quietly.
quasi_verbatim





2 Reply

6 days ago

what's the over under?
liberty2day





7 1 Reply

6 days ago

As I've said many times they want to kill us and steal our stuff.

We'll need to come up with a plan. 

Onthebeach6





4 Reply

6 days ago

What have you got that a billionaire wants?
DogFleas





3 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Your time, physical labor and anything they can rent out for continuous profit.
Klint Klonker





7 Reply

6 days ago

Isn't this the opposite of 'first do no harm?'
richard rrr





4 Reply

6 days ago

Precisely - they invert everything.
Onthebeach6





7 2 Reply

6 days ago

If you consented to ending informed consent, is it really over?
Captain Nemo de Erehwon





8 Reply

6 days ago

Write on the intake docs "I do not consent to any vaccines, shots, procedures, or medicines without my knowledge &
written approval" in big bold letters & sign your signature underneath the statement.

This is what I do whenever I bring my elderly parents in for any procedures where I'm not present or if there's anesthesia
involved.  I have medical POA for my parents. 

M.C. 1215





2 Reply

6 days ago

That was implied consent.

All the way back to high school civics class and the so-called 'social contract', I have argued vehemently against that
concept.  In high school, those arguments were fun.  Now, they are tedious, at best.  Or rather, I seem to have exhausted my
lifetime supply of patience for stupid people.

merizobeach





6 Reply

6 days ago

Go ahead... try and vote all of this away...  I dare you!
3.14159







6 1 Reply

6 days ago

People were provided informed consent about clot shots?

I guess I missed that part in the article.

 

Chargly





5 Reply

6 days ago

They were, had to sign and everything. Although the medical fact sheet was only the part of the page you could see in the
packaging and the rest was blank. Welcome to the future.

pavman





4 Reply

6 days ago

Lol....people didn't care, they just lined like good little sheeple. Why would they worry? Govt wouldn't be doing anything
wrong...lol.

They were also too busy criticizing those who were extremely reluctant to trust what the Govt was doing.

Trust no one.

glenlloyd





2 Reply

6 days ago

In the UK you gave informed consent by turning up. You were informed where to go and you consented by turning up for the
jab. If you didn't consent, you didn't go.

Crock





6 Reply

6 days ago

Alternatives to consider:

- Do not engage with the system and accept the risk of dying earlier. IMO, this is better than submitting yourself as a freaking
guinea pig to the DEI ghouls.

- Move to Wash DC. Pretty sure they wont be experimenting there first.

- When you need treatment, catch a plane to India and get treatment there instead of here.

- Id you want to see a Dr then hop around between medical systems and just say you couldnt get an appt and wanted to change
anyway. Then just keep hopping. Oh, got my flu shot at the grocery store. Thanks.

ManOfMystery





6 3 Reply

6 days ago

Political Rapists, i.e. Democrats, find 'consent' of any kind to be 'inconvenient' and will work to remove it so they can forcefvck
you at will 

Joe Bumbles





8 8 Reply

6 days ago

Yeah dipshit.  Republicans are somehow better.
Onomatopalmetto





8 2 Reply

6 days ago

They absolutely ARE 'better' because they are weak, incapable of having any real convictions, and aren't psychopathic
ideological demon fvcks you fvckign dumb cvnt. It's better to have WEAK fools trying to run this sh1t show than absolute
fvcking cult demons

 

Joe Bumbles





1 Reply

6 days ago

Pay your war taxes.  In 22.5 years of continuous war since 9/11, we've had almost exactly an equal number of years
under Republican and Democratic administrations.

merizobeach





18 Reply

6 days ago

With all due respect,  you're kidding yourself if you believe the Republicans aren't complicit in the destruction of the US.
End The Fed





10 1 Reply

6 days ago

They absolutely are, but they're cuckolds, not absolute demons like their 'buddies across the aisle'.

Would you rather face off against lispy, weak suckers with no real convictions or idological cultist psychopaths that have
disarmed you? 

Joe Bumbles





7 Reply

6 days ago

I'd rather "face off" with a plateful of tacos and some cold beers.

But I get your point.

End The Fed





8 Reply

6 days ago

That sounds pretty damn good 
Joe Bumbles





2

6 days ago

Nachos. With jalapenos with seeds and sour cream, a nice mild, tangy salsa. Yeah.
Orly





5 Reply

6 days ago

This is a striking opportunity to move to homeopathic remedies.

We are Pharma's guinea pigs and they will kill us. Recommend they be mistrusted and treated as hostile. Take a hard look at the
last few decades, but put the last 4 under a microscope. This is a horror movie.

Pro_sanity





5 Reply

6 days ago

# Here's some people who found out the hard way that they just weren't that important
https://i.postimg.cc/1zjzgG8K/Bieber-Not-Saline.png
https://i.postimg.cc/85jFD1Gg/Not-Important-Enough-Gundogan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/BQGbpPtj/Not-Important-Enough-Katy-Perry.png
https://i.postimg.cc/qRnmVfQ0/Not-Important-Enough-Fetterman.png
https://i.postimg.cc/MZDzV16x/Not-Important-Enough-Adam-Exton.png
https://i.postimg.cc/P5J3jQCB/Not-Important-Enough-James-Whale.png
https://i.postimg.cc/KYnDjXc3/Not-Important-Enough-Kerryn-Phelps.png
https://i.postimg.cc/X7YS6V3c/Not-Important-Enough-Jamie-Raskin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/BZC50jxk/Not-Important-Enough-Deb-Kiel.png
https://i.postimg.cc/j2N8VbR6/Not-Important-Enough-Denis-Coderre.png
https://i.postimg.cc/15KkFZXH/Not-Important-Enough-Sadiq-Khan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/PqQ928rd/Not-Important-Enough-Ben-Ray-Lujan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Y9vSVfgm/Not-Important-Enough-Jabbar.png
https://i.postimg.cc/tT29s335/Not-Important-Enough-Marcelo-Rebelo-de-Sousa.png
https://i.postimg.cc/HnxzWdV8/Not-Important-Enough-Steve-Scalise.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Pq78QmpX/Not-Important-Enough-Chris-Van-Hollen.png
https://i.postimg.cc/52wD04c4/Not-Important-Enough-Nancy-Mace.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Zqq8BH9f/Not-Important-Enough-Jeanine-Calkin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/PJYjhmTy/Not-Important-Enough-Sean-Casten.png
https://i.postimg.cc/ry3gQTcG/Not-Important-Enough-Jo-Anne-Epps.png
https://i.postimg.cc/FRzXckyK/Not-Important-Enough-Matthew-Perry.png
https://i.postimg.cc/mZ00XLMQ/Not-Important-Enough-Mark-Sheppard.png
https://i.postimg.cc/FK946jTS/Not-Important-Enough-Valerie-Plante.png
https://i.postimg.cc/zXL100rm/Not-Important-Enough-Tom-Scocca.png
https://i.postimg.cc/bJRYqnFm/Not-Important-Enough-Kate-Middleton.png

# War Criminals Who Got High On Their Own Supply
https://i.postimg.cc/1zC9xBN1/Not-Important-Enough-Wilson-Chin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/KYQVXrhH/Not-Important-Enough-Uche-Nwaneri.png
https://i.postimg.cc/s1dbZvxC/Not-Important-Enough-Liam-Coward.png
https://i.postimg.cc/WzhvqQvb/Not-Important-Enough-Adam-Rich.png
https://i.postimg.cc/ZqLrc0bH/Not-Important-Enough-Simon-Dunn.png
https://i.postimg.cc/y8N63W0J/Not-Important-Enough-Sohrab-Lutchmedial.png
https://i.postimg.cc/7hbWzzXP/Not-Important-Enough-Oveta-Fuller.png
https://i.postimg.cc/26CcrcSp/Not-Important-Enough-Alfredo-Victoria.png
https://i.postimg.cc/WbYyfFZS/Not-Important-Enough-Ian-Bell.png
https://i.postimg.cc/3Nk1TKcV/Not-Important-Enough-Mary-Louise-Maclaws.png
https://i.postimg.cc/Bv2xFLG3/Not-Important-Enough-Julie-Powell.png
https://i.postimg.cc/BbGjTM4Q/Not-Important-Enough-Dr-John-Woodward.png
https://i.postimg.cc/xdKvJYYX/Not-Important-Enough-Jennifer-Wexton.png
https://i.postimg.cc/hGZft9Gr/Not-Important-Enough-Ian-Vandaelle.png
https://i.postimg.cc/267gDPX7/Not-Important-Enough-Mike-Dickson.png
https://i.postimg.cc/CM6bnqQV/Not-Important-Enough-Tom-Johnson.png
https://i.postimg.cc/KYKk7Mpg/Not-Important-Enough-Efeso-Collins.png
https://i.postimg.cc/QNP50v6C/Not-Important-Enough-Adrian-Tan.png
https://i.postimg.cc/gktqk4yY/Not-Important-Enough-Richard-Lewis.png
https://i.postimg.cc/6pjLDFPg/Not-Important-Enough-Hannah-Quintero.png
https://i.postimg.cc/9z3Mr6px/Not-Important-Enough-Justin-Carlin.png
https://i.postimg.cc/V6SFN7bj/Not-Important-Enough-Vicky-Jennings.png

 

TRM





5 Reply

6 days ago  

All they try and do is give you a pill. Fuck doctors and nurses. And most of them are just like anyone else. They're not special.
They've had their fair share of drugs too! Whoring too... it's 2024, a lot of information they may know or can find, you can find at
your finger tips. Minus what they've done in their private lives, they wanted you to get vaxxed! Huge red flag we can never forget.

Bitchesleave





3 Reply

6 days ago

...... medicine is a process and a con.
Ted Baker





5 Reply

6 days ago

Informed consent?  So, are you waiting for the 'governments' to 'INFORM' you?  How stupid.  Inform yourself and give your own
consent.

Stop waiting to be told what to do.  The answer to the 'vaxx' mystery was always there.  Some people paid attention - others did
not.  It's that way with most all health issues.  

The Vel





1 Reply

6 days ago

Sure, if they tell you about their experiments.
Savvy





Reply

6 days ago

Ever since April, 2021, the 'experiment' has been on those who lined up to receive that gene therapy jab. Since then,
most have received seven - or more. The results over the the past three years are showing up as 'turbo cancers'.

https://rumble.com/v45i0g6-dr.-ryan-cole-and-dr.-colleen-huber-discuss-turbo-cancer-and-covid-vaccines.html

Betty Swallsack





Reply

6 days ago

...... health like medice is a con
Ted Baker





5 1 Reply

6 days ago

“... accelerate the discovery, development, and delivery of 21st-century cures, and for other purposes [?] ...”

For other purposes may include general population reduction/social security fund protection.

These are some evil f***s.

_Conax_





2 Reply

6 days ago

Cue the evil mad scientist laugh
RC2





5 1 Reply

6 days ago

My body, no choice.
Full Spectrum Domino





5 Reply

6 days ago

My doctor told me that I never wanted to volunteer to be part of any medical study.  He was educated at top undergrad and
medical schools in the U.S.  This was 30 years ago.  He also alerted me to gene therapy coming, but didn't sound negative on
that.

Mzhen





5 Reply

6 days ago

Well they Couldn't, Wouldn't and Didn't give Informed Consent about the Convid19 Vaxxine,

So NOW they can NOT do it legally, they should make it Retroactive that way they never broke the law to start with. 

Do you still think anybody is going to Jail over the Vaxxine ?

Dr Phuckit





2 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Actually, they did. They were given a fact sheet and had to sign to get the vaccine. Trust me bro.

Now did they feel pressure to sign away their rights and get the vaccine by their employer? That's more like inferred
compulsion. But it was ultimately their decision: Keep their job and get the jab or....

pavman





3 Reply

6 days ago

The Vaxxine Fact sheet was just a white sheet of paper, because the law said every Vaxxine had to include a Fact Sheet,
the Law didn't say it had to include BLACK ink.

You had to sign to get the VAXX and it waived all your legal rights for all complications.

They could only force this Vaxx, if there were no other solutions available. So they banned every other product that could
have been used.

 

Dr Phuckit





2 Reply

6 days ago

As a member of the newspaper staff when the vaxx was rolled out here, I was offered a dose from the first batch,
ostensibly because we were somehow 'frontline' folks (though really, of course, because the gov wanted the media on
board with their propaganda campaign).

I teared up, I was laughing so hard.

The editor got chewed out later for an article I'd written when I cited one of the health minister's comments about
Covid as a 'claim' (rather than gospel).  I said to him, "Just because our job is to publish these assholes' flagrant lies, it
doesn't mean that we have to believe them or treat them as the truth."  I lasted a little longer at that job than Bukowski
would've.  It'd been 20 years since I'd worked for a corporation, and I was well reminded why I hadn't.

merizobeach





5 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Jack Ripper will use the international language informing of my consent.
BGen. Jack Ripper





1 Reply

6 days ago

Is that something like Mav's 'international greeting' in Top Gun?
merizobeach





4 Reply

5 days ago (Edited)

There's never been a more important time in history to be as healthy as you can be ON YOUR OWN... because fucking around
with hospitals and doctors is proving to be increasingly hazardous to your health.  

Shock and Aweful





4 Reply

6 days ago

Children as young as 14 now have the power of informed consent, without their parents knowledge, to take hormones and
hormone blocking pharmacuticals, have double mastectomys and genital removal. 

Anonymous Sources





Reply

5 days ago

A minor … doesnt mean much anymore… talk about decline… ghouls
philmannwright





4 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Informed consent leaves the chat

Conforming insanity enters

Egreigious





4 Reply

6 days ago

If we don't retake this nation and swing these criminals, they are going to kill all of you in very short order. 
DUX





4 Reply

6 days ago

Calling Dr. Mengele, Calling Dr. Mengele
Al Cicada





4 Reply

6 days ago

The answer is to stay away from any and all pharmaceutical products.
NumbNuts





4 Reply

6 days ago

Once a few doctors and public officals get lynched things will go back to normal.
AtlantaJogger





3 Reply

6 days ago

The Act didn't get rid of Informed Consent because you still have to sign a waiver.

DON'T SIGN THE WAIVER.

'They' actually WANT to keep Informed Consent because it is an important legal firewall/blast door for THEM.

'They' can: threaten/lie/pressure you eight ways from Sunday but they are still going to walk right up to the edge of Informed
Consent and try to make you sign SOMETHING. Either it will be a form explicitly granting 'them' your informed consent or it will
be a waiver of that consent. If you are conscious and you have not been forcibly detained, then it's no go for them, because
LAWYERS.

If you were gullible enough to take the DANGEROUS covid clot shot and you haven't stroked out yet, you may remember that you
had to sign an Informed Consent form before receiving Bill Gates's loving Gift To Humanity. That form stated in no uncertain terms
that YOU WERE BEGGING FOR IT...

BendGuyhere





1 Reply

5 days ago

Also note that when you are presented with a Waiver prior to obtaining medical care, the receptionists knows nothing and
doesn't care what you do before signing.  So it's perfectly legal to cross out sections and annotate as you wish.  Just initial
each separate alteration.  It's completely, legally binding. If you need to sue, they will have the documentation on file.

Faeriedust





3 Reply

6 days ago

Imagine taking your child to the doctor and they now can just give them shots and when you ask why they are, the dr just says
they are required by the cdc.  That's it. No info distributed.   That is where we are.

sgpbulion





Reply

5 days ago

You need to discuss these issues with any doctor before you take any child anywhere near them.  And when they give you
forms to sign, strike out anything you don't approve.  There is no law saying you must do whatever the doctor tells you, and
if they act like it, find another doctor.

Faeriedust





3 Reply

6 days ago

Try telling that to the end of a rope ... or the barrel of a gun.

ThaBigPerm

This Act granted the National Institutes of Health (NIH) legal protection





3 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Actually, this is good.  Now it's no longer just Fauci, the CDC, the NIH, and the FDA that are guilty of clear crimes against
humanity.  Now, we can also round up anyone who voted for or lobbied for that act, any staffer involved with writing it, any
bureaucrat who didn't resign in protest when this went into effect, as well as former president Obama himself, since they're all
equally complicit.

That's a lot of swamp draining right there.

In a way, you could just say that Fauci was just following their orders.  If he got off light with a sentence which would cause him to
die in prison anyhow, but all the rest of them went to the hoosegow, wouldn't that be a fair trade-off?

Icarus Flu





6 days agoMWNN





5 Reply

That justice will only happen at the barrel of a gun.





3 Reply

6 days ago

They have been doing a lot of things "without consent". The system is unhinged. The betrayal of humanity will only get worse as
the end approaches.

billybudd




3 Reply

6 days ago

No television in twenty four years. No doctor in thirty years. I’m fifty and look twenty five. 
screen time makes you dumb ugly and unhealthy.. 

Cloudcrusher





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

Well La-Ti-Frickin’-Da
Cardinal Fang





3 Reply

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Book of Revelation unfolding before us.

OlderCrow





3 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Been over as you just started to notice.
michigan independant





3 Reply

PREMIUM 6 days ago

That is why we need to be reminded all the time about people with integrity and courage to say the facts! 

https://philosophyofgoodnews.wordpress.com/2024/03/31/i-am-calling-for-a-halt-to-the-use-of-mrna-covid-19-vaccines-
surgeon-general-of-florida-dr-joseph-ladapo/

kagan





3 1 Reply

6 days ago

Diddy says

- see he is innocent.

No consent needed. 

dojufitz





2 Reply

6 days ago

But diddy do it?
dshazarddingo





2 Reply

6 days ago

Diddy says 

Diddy do nuthin. 

dojufitz





3 1 Reply

6 days ago

This ruling also allows researchers and their misguided evangelical billionaire backers to potentially pursue dangerous experimental
programs such as Bill Gates’ mosquito vaccines, mRNA vaccines in livestock, and vaccines in aerosols. 

"The world is made up of two classes--the hunters and the huntees." --The Most Dangerous Game

Full Spectrum Domino





3 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Everyone who was or is or will be involved in this action or behavior ...

... IS INHERENTLY GUILTY OF MASS MURDER AND CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY.

Period.  Any and every one of them can ethically be exterminated without further consideration.

----------

For anyone with an IQ below 1, let me add the following to help you understand how blatantly obvious this atrocity is.

You can't just proclaim "I am hereby not subject to arrest or punishment for murdering people" ... and have that mean
ANYTHING.  Except, of course, you made clear you intend to murder people whenever you feel like it.

----------

When will humans understand?

THEY ARE PREDATORS ...

YOU ARE THEIR PREY.

How simple.

How obvious.

How stupid can humans be?

inorganic





Reply

6 days ago

How long is a piece of string?
Onthebeach6





1 Reply

6 days ago

The one around your neck?
inorganic





3 1 Reply

6 days ago

You've been aerosol vaxxed and just don't know it.
DogFleas





1 1 Reply

6 days ago

Is that why I have these bumps?
KidA





2 Reply

PREMIUM 6 days ago

Chiggers

fxrxexexdxoxmx3





3 Reply

6 days ago

I'm gonna move to the country and eat a lot of peaches.
take7





1 1 Reply

6 days ago

Shake some trees bro.
Chargly





1 Reply

6 days ago

The best presidents ever. 
KidA





3 5 Reply

6 days ago

Speaking of informed

the Americans told the Russians that a concert was gonna get shot up by ISIS less than a month before it actually happened.

Kasia





2 5 Reply

6 days ago

asshole.
69





2 Reply

5 days ago

They had to change the informed consent law because they did not want to be required to obtain informed consent to their
experimental publicly provided  water. Florine, chlorine, Fluorocarbons, micro-plastics, estrogens, and whatever.

hongdo





2 Reply

5 days ago

"Minimal risk" is a crack that will be used to bust the dam.  Ambitious universities were already in the habit of extending the
definition of "minimal risk" to "anything we think we can get away with" thirty years ago when I was working IRB.  The only thing
that will hold clinical "scientists" back is a flurry of lawsuits where they (and especially their sponsoring institutions) lose BIG
MONEY.

Faeriedust





Reply

5 days ago

whenever a subjective term is enshrined in law, it ends up being unworkable, and scrapped.
Juche Tony





2 Reply

5 days ago

They hate you

They will kill you

You'll never know what hit you

 

max2205





1 Reply

5 days ago

They will make you wish you were dead 
Shock and Aweful





2 Reply

5 days ago

   Hey, Congress passed this nonsense, so keep voting for your favorite pricks to screw us over. We deserve what we elected. I've
about given up on our representative form of government. They get bought out on a regular basis.

Badoobedoo





2 Reply

5 days ago

Fourth Amendment.

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Right their, the right of people to be secure in their persons.

You can prove someone has a dangerous infection and cure them, you can no invade the persons with a vaccine or any
medication like that. You can only force a cure for someone proven to be infected. You can not force treatment of any kind upon
an uninfected person, as there is no cause for a warrant to be issued to seize and invade that person with a treatment against
their will.

You can force treatment upon an infected person, by due court process and the issuing of a warrant for that treatment, upon each
and every individual case, once each and every single individual us proven to be infected in a court of law.

rtb61





2 Reply

PREMIUM 6 days ago (Edited)

I read something interesting on 4chan.  Before you scoff at the source, there was a Swedish 4chan poster who repeatedly warned
in late 2019 about a coming fake pandemic, and that tptb would use hysteria to push a vaccine that wasn't really a vaccine. (And
to avoid it at all cost).  Sure, on 4chan you need to separate the wheat from the chaff, but still...

Anyway, I read that during the eclipse, as everyone is looking up at the sky, tptb plan to use high flying planes to spray
aerosolized "vaccines" on upturned faces.  It was recommended to stay inside during the eclipse, and that the sprayed vaccines
start to fade away after ~6 hours.

Take it for what it is worth.  I think some posters on such sites are insiders who have a crisis of conscience and want to scream
their warnings to those who will hear them.

sparky139





1 Reply

PREMIUM 5 days ago (Edited)

I figured they were hyping it for a reason.

Thanks for the heads-up.

SirBarksAlot





1 Reply

5 days ago

Funny, I read an article from an Indian astrologer just yesterday strongly recommending that as eclipses are at best
"unfavorable" influences, the best response would be to stay indoors in a safe location throughout the duration of the
Eclipse and avoid contamination by the unfortunate light.

Given that I had forgotten about the eclipse until far too late to visit my friend in Dayton, Ohio for the event, I might as well
take that advice.  I have seen a total solar eclipse before, and I captured essential energy from the last partial.  I can afford to
take a raincheck.

Faeriedust





1 Reply

5 days ago

on and off, maybe every three days or so for the last ten, there's been a horrendous stink in the middle of the afternoon
outside our house in NW Turkey. We've been going indoors to escape the smell (which tends to coincide with the
accumulation of large clouds). Since the last rain, we haven't had one, but before then even the cats weren't feeling well
(and the dog has a swollen nose today, which might be something else).

Juche Tony





1 Reply

PREMIUM 5 days ago

It's scary to think that our own governments are trying to poison us worldwide.  Where do you go to escape the
madness?

Cappadocia?

sparky139





1 Reply

5 days ago

well, they do have centuries-old underground cities in Cappadocia, so there's that.
Juche Tony





Reply

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Have you ever been inside?  I visited ~1992--it was fascinating.  I was only in a small portion; I can't imagine how
interesting it would have been to explore further.

sparky139





1

4 days ago

yeah, went in 1997, I think it was. We went about 6 levels down, by which time the novelty had worn off a bit.
Juche Tony





PREMIUM 4 days ago

I can't imagine spending months at a time in there.

sparky139





2 Reply

6 days ago

What (((they))) didn't (and still won't) inform anyone about:

'DNA found integrated in cancer cell line

Implications for people injected with the modified mRNA products, specifically with regard to cancer'

https://jessicar.substack.com/p/dna-found-integrated-in-cancer-cell?utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2

 

Betty Swallsack





2 Reply

6 days ago

Informed consent went out the door right after the Nuremberg Code was writen. That was just smoke screen.
Joe Asshole





4 Reply

6 days ago

Using GIs to test the effects of nuclear weapons was a nice touch early on.
Cardinal Fang





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

Virology is fake science and fraudulent. Enough said
hugin-&-munin





2 Reply

PREMIUM 6 days ago

If Trump gets in the quasi-pharma public/private complex will begin a period of deconstruction.  It is so large and powerful it will
be a major task.

This complex has turned parasitic and unhealthy to all aspects of the life of average citizens from wealth transfer to dangerous
experimentation.

shoal





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

Notice how the pieces of shit who push such an agenda, or back it bureuacratically, are sure that it will never negatively impact
them since they're part of the 'team'. One has to wonder if any of them ever read about Pot's, Stalins, Mao's, etc. insiders being
culled just as quickly as everyone else. 

yerfej





1 1 Reply

6 days ago

Or they fuck up and one day their kid doesn't come home. A few days later there's a box on the porch with some scary
pictures, a note and the child's left little finger.

Historically speaking, sending someone their kids bit by bit is a real attention grabber. 

strych10





2 Reply

6 days ago

Choose your healthcare providers carefully. Question your healthcare providers. Interview your healthcare providers. Research
your healthcare providers. If you are incapable of such actions, find a trusted family member/friend/advocate that knows and
shares your positions/concerns. You cannot be too busy to take such steps. Very few treatments are so urgent that decisions and
knowledge cannot be made in an informed scenario; only bleeding wounds, cardiac arrest, anaphylactic shock etc. are so
emergent that information is not necessary.  

If you cannot be bothered to take such steps, then live and die as a slave.  

amaericeltoi





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

You now have the same rights as Jews (in Aushwitz).
Let's Go Brandon





2 Reply

6 days ago

"work sets you free"

wasn't that always the promise of America?

liberty2day





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

"Build back better" ... "The New Normal" and the biggest lie of all "For the greater good"

https://youtu.be/YkcaeaD45MY?feature=shared

Its key to identify the coded language of your enemy oppressors... for the individual and their families best chance of survival...

Axadea666





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

well they of course do not need consent, they are the rulers, we are the slaves, and it is better if we are not informed
rphb





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

the cia never cared about informed consent anyway
uchibenkei





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

We are little more than cattle to them, beasts to be experimented upon...for profit.

Big Pharma, Big Food and Big Arms, all require forcing us to use their vile products. Sure karma will deal with these people in due
course, but in the meantime more suffering is inflicted on humanity...for money, bigger houses, yachts and planes.

Gravel Rash





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

It doesn’t matter what cdc rules are. There is a federal law concerning informed consent for experimental medical etc.  

As well, almost every state in the nation has a law that goes a step further.  State laws say informed consent is needed before any
medical or dental procedure can occur, not just experiments. 
 

By the way a vaccine is a medical procedure that requires informed consent. 

Fed Supporter





6 days ago (Edited)

I have a really large family. Perhaps 90% of them don't see anything wrong or crazy with any of the Dr. Fauchi love songs or the
lau299



2 2 Reply

convid operation warp speed fighter jets, let alone the vaccines themselves or the obvious pharma control of government and
media and everything else. Lost a lot of respect for a lot of people. CDC, FDA, Congress, military all pharma controlled and
nothing but a joke. But all too powerful joke

Vista actress writes a love song for Dr. Fauci: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0Eqv8PddHY

'Won't shake hands until you let me!' New York woman performs brilliant parody love song about pandemic advisor 'Docta
Fauci': https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8253735/Singers-parody-song-pandemic-advisor-Docta-Fauci-set-tune-Lady-
Gagas-hit-Paparazzi.html

US military planes conducted a flypast over cities like New York and Philadelphia as a salutation to frontline workers battling the
Covid-19 pandemic. US Navy's Blue Angels and the Air Force's Thunderbirds flew in formation over the
cities: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNVD6xM3ZZY





2 Reply

6 days ago

Yet another reason to stay away from Big Med.
Luke Kenobi





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

gates. soros. fraudci. et al.

need to be taken out.

a kamikaze drone loaded to the tits with c4 might do the trick.

just saying...

nazi.scum





2 1 Reply

PREMIUM 6 days ago

I'm confused why HHS and FDA are allowed to amend a provision of an act of Congress. As stated above in the second
paragraph.

I consider the NIH, the CDC, the FDA, and all the other letter agencies to be direct threats to myself. Therefore I have ended
participation with their Chicago / Rockefeller created (pharmaceutical industry) created foot-soldiers aka doctors.

Looked at another way, removing malpractice liability from said doctors is where it's at. This huge shield to protect the interests of
the pharma controlosphere.

Makes me go old-school diving into the etymology of dock-tors. When you come in to "dock" for a "check up". And you let them
board your vessel. The fallacy that you have any rights at that point is where you voluntarily gave up your sovereignty is the issue.

I have to give informed consent for people to work on my car. If there's a problem I have to put it in writing. I have to give them a
"symptom". Task them to find a "cause". Half the time it was broken at the "fact"-ory.

Bring a lawyer with you to your checkups and "exams". You know what a "docket" is. Well, so, it's a consent that you waive your
rights for the privelege of services. Without recourse.

The admission here is that medical science en mass is not your friend or on your side. You are just another pain in the ass. Back
when my grandfather was a family doctor and made house calls in his community things were different. His protege the doctor
who delivered me once touched a wart that I had on my thumb. A couple days later I pulled it out. Going way back.

Back when someone looked on you with a certain wonder. Just to find your pain and touch it. Maybe your body will do the rest?

I have years of stress in my back muscles and shoulders. Tension. I do all the home remedies. No one is taking me anywhere to
see anyone. This is about the destruction of intimacy. Validity. We're reclassified as invalid and unviable. Then they go to work on
us. The cruelty is that I have nothing to steal, so I have no one to be with.

But that is my entire point. Codependence. Validation. Life isn't fair. People die at the fair. Want to ride you have to pay a fare. Pay
the ferryman to cross the Styx river. Unashamed, I'll float my liver.

Once you start to break down etymology... the results are astounding. Reading comments here is my chance to be involved. To
feel the pain. Absorb it. Be present and witness. Try to tell you all it's going to be ok.

We're all just pounding on the unshatterable glass of our LCD screens. From our little cages. Our safe haven social millieu. The
entire point is being in an adversarial relationship. Sometimes, the best one can do is to surrender against an attacker. That is
when they will make their mistake. That is when you pull their knives out of your body and you dominate them.

This is a war for consciousness. Let them think they've won. Appeasing an ego is their neural circuit self lie. They are afraid of us.
They are afraid. And when they hurt us is when their dopamine hits. Their reward before the book deal.

Full frontal is not an option unless they are in the dopamine state of reward. Because your oppressor is angry. And you're in a
grapple. On the floor. This is where it gets real. You say, It's ok. I understand your anger. That right there whips them. You're letting
them fold you into a taco. Then you explain that all that tension you've stored in your back and shoulders is about to get
loosened. Come what may.

They are bringing it to us. So they are the one's with a problem. Acting all big. Beating on old people and children.

They want us dead. Not the other way around. That is the most important part.

Golden Showers





Reply

6 days ago

Well. Okay. 
Orly





2 Reply

6 days ago

Of course the government went along with this BS.

I'd like to see how my 'representatives' voted back in 2016....

glenlloyd





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

Huh? It was broadly supported ( 392-26 and 94-5) and signed in December 2016

hollywoodguy

It is a controversial Law enacted by the 114th United States Congress in January 2016





2 Reply

6 days ago

fk those people.

FTP

FJB

Makeme





1 2 Reply

6 days ago

FDT.
DogFleas





2 Reply

6 days ago

Does this end malpractice lawsuits, no right to sue anybody?  The insurance companies still wouldn't lower premiums.
Mzhen





1 Reply

6 days ago

No, they wouldn't lower anything....
glenlloyd





2 1 Reply

6 days ago

Vote. Harder. 

LMFAO. 

Everybody knows the government is bad for them. 

Everybody understands. 

Everybody knows the hangman laughs at them holding their ballot in hand.

KidA





2 Reply

6 days ago

“... an exception from the requirement to obtain informed consent when a clinical investigation poses no more than a minimal
risk to the human subject ...” [emphasis added]

This is why they sabotaged VAERS and other database platforms. 1/800 people died from the vaccine.

Aja





2 Reply

6 days ago

I can only pray people wake up and fight back.
The Mason





1 Reply

6 days ago

No, praying is really about the least you could do.  Punch some fucking faces, man.  That might wake some up.  Better yet,
cull some evil people.

merizobeach





1 1 Reply

5 days ago

Yet another post simply chooses to omit that the “dystopian policies” are nothing more than the wholesale adoption of already
extant Chinese public health policy.

MeinSchleppenPfeffer





Reply

5 days ago

Still dystopian regardless
philmannwright





1 Reply

5 days ago

Where do you think China got the idea?  Such things were typical of the widely-respected Western Medicine in the late 19th,
early 20th centuries.

Faeriedust





1 Reply

5 days ago

no such thing. Rights that are not asserted do not esist. The only free man is the one who asserts freedom by living free. The rest
stand behind him and crow endlessly about their rights, while not daring to assert a fucking one.

Baer Creighton

denying citizens “... the right to have rights.”





2 Reply

5 days ago

Right to use deadly force is one that is tricky these days.  If I ever use it, I will have exhausted all other options to the point it
looks like what you say. 

.

RecourseNull





1 Reply

6 days ago

Sounds like Nuremberg killed the wrong people.
Kiteh Kawasaki





Reply

5 days ago

Aw, Tex, cheer up
philmannwright





1 Reply

6 days ago

Lying is a useful tool for deception.
pndr4495





Reply

6 days ago

Its the beginning.
3.14159





1 Reply

6 days ago

Anyone participating in a study is referred to as a subject, because that's what they are. Doesn't make them any less human or
deserving of care. These subjects are generally split between people receiving standard of care treatments and people receiving
the experimental treatment, whether that be something entirely novel or a modification of the SOC treatment.

StolenFuture





Reply

5 days ago

Supposedly.  Let's just say, research clinicians don't necessarily see ANY of their patients as particularly human.  They're
ALL guinea pigs.

Faeriedust





1 Reply

6 days ago

It's been staring you in the face even before the snake oil circus barker salesman. And honest about it because they call it
practicing medicine. 

mynameisnobody





1 1 Reply

6 days ago

>>./.>>

                                                                          Office 1327

{

...... The Xtians Zionists aka extreme right-wing uSS-regime Evangelists are dangerous.

...... Just look at what's happening in Gaza.

}

<<./.<<

Ted Baker





1 Reply

6 days ago

114th Congress

Republicans

I wonder how much Fauci had to do with this?

My guess he was the lead on this so they could pull the stunts they pulled with Covid.

He needed a larger group of human subjects for his virology experiments

 

 

Cardinal Fang





1 Reply

6 days ago

Yu vill hag-zept your mul-dee-bull eeks-per-eemendal shotz hov whad-hever vee dee-zyd, hand yu vill be ap-pee.

Bhud zee stayj 4 ganzer vuz nod du to dee shotz. Dat heez dee onlee een-vormt gonzend yu vill get.

Zat heez hall.

Betty Swallsack





1 Reply

6 days ago

Emphasis on ‘multiple’…this shit ain’t over yet.
Cardinal Fang





1 Reply

6 days ago

Little by little they surreptitiously erode your rights until you are no longer a citizen but a serf except you never noticed the change
because your freedom was already eroded long before.

sjc1017





1 1 Reply

6 days ago

Mask wearing is a part of the occult ritual that the Luciferian elite are foisting upon us. Vaccine manufacturer Moderna is now
openly admitting and going public with the fact that their vaccine is not really a vaccine, but an operating system: “The MRNA
technology platform is similar to a computer operating system,” the company admits. Moderna brags that “several hundred
scientists and engineers are solely focused on advancing Moderna’s platform technology.”

These scientists are attempting to “hack” humans with bio-information and make populations dependent on the
technology. Moderna has even dubbed their mRNA platform the ‘Software of Life.’ The name of the biochemical enzyme that
makes this quantum-dot nano-particle injection system work is called “Luciferase,” which is a ‘near infrared bio-luminescence
enzyme’ derived from fireflies, which makes it readable through a device app.

When one looks at the test photos showing the “luminescence” of the enzyme, take note of the distinguishable shapes of the
glowing enzymes. Their shapes are giving some pretty definitive clues of the evil nature of this system and the approaching Mark
of the Beast from Revelation 13. These enzymes can be seen in the link below ...

THE RISE OF WORLD GOVERNMENT 2

Only those with a certain credential will be removed from Earth before the judgments of Revelation begin.

“For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the
dead in Christ shall rise first: Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the
Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord” (1 Thessalonians 4:16-17).

“Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the
last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed” (1 Corinthians 15:51-
52).

To find out what that credential is and how to get it, read link above.

 

THE END BEGINS





1 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Notice in this first video how some in this video connect Trump to Christ and the second coming (first 27 min). There are all kinds
of associations.    

THE ANTICHRIST: DONALD TRUMP....... THIS IS!!!!!! THE MAIN!!!!!! EVENT!!!!!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3Ip3CHL2WouH/

The video below gives a clear and more truthful analysis of Trump, with mob connections Trump had, and for all we know still has.

TRUMP'S ZIONIST BALL & CHAIN

Start viewing at 4:31 into video. There’s a supplement commercial at the beginning you may not want to watch.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/CL4U2t0wZa17/

I noticed Trump often stretches out his arms in a gesture similar to that of images we see of Christ. Trump's outstretched arms are
a subliminal and intentional message connecting Trump to Christ! It's a subconscious manipulation and connection!  Now you
know why he does it!

Image of Trump with outstretched arms.

https://www.businessinsider.com/people-who-havent-read-the-mueller-report-insist-it-exonerates-trump-2019-4

Statue of Jesus with outstretched arms.

https://www.heavenlydivinecustomrosary.com/sr-76016-c-sacred-heart-of-jesus-with-open-arms-statue-by-veronese.html

In conclusion it appears the powers that be (you know who they are) are trying to engineer a coup using the Messiah gambit for a
total world takeover. What better tribute to the real Christ than to expose the fraud on Easter Sunday.   

JoeShmoe





1 Reply

6 days ago

I have a small statue of Trump with outstretched arma on the dashboard of my pickup.

Next to that, I have a statue of The Big Lebowski with his arms stretched out.

Jesus built my hotrod.

Cardinal Fang





Reply

6 days ago

The difference is they're not pushing the Big Lebowski as the Messiah. 
JoeShmoe





Reply

6 days ago

No Buddy Christ? Go for the Trinity man! 
markovchainey





1 1 Reply

6 days ago

Eustace Mullins, Murder By Injection

Classic interview by Bobby Lee, "Mouth of the South", enjoy....

https://youtu.be/PF8N6eYHCnQ?si=MVJMHGECntu7CeWi

Manifest Destiny





1 4 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

So thats why the Democrats were importing millions of illegal immigrants. They're planning to use them as humans guinea pigs
for uninformed experimentation.

Well that does it amigos, time to return to your country of origin before Biden and his vampires start their human experimentation
on you.

TimeTraveller





1 1 Reply

6 days ago

Egregious and shameful of the FDA and Pharma to have sponsored this deplorable act
haruspicio





1 Reply

6 days ago

Jan 2016

I wonder who signed that?

SabOObas
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1 Reply

6 days ago (Edited)

Think of all the work the best legal minds in the 1940s and 1950s put its such efforts...

Globally and legally... 

Then they published their thinking and reasons...

Translations, books, chapters... 

 

In 2024.. back to terms like "subject".

A_Huxley
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